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sides of the pit, there should be left a space of two thumbs
breadth as if making its girdle (l—2). One seat of twelve
thumbs in length, and eight, two and four thumbs severally
in extent should be made in the East (3)* One beautiful
seat of ten, six and four thumbs in extent and with a mouth,
two thumbs in width and lowering gradually should be made
in the west (4). It should be of the form of a leaf of the
holy fig-tree and should enter a little into the pit* A drain,
quarter of a thumb in breadth and fifteen thumbs in length,
should then be dug. The base of the drain at the seat will
be three thumbs and the fore part six.
I have thus described to you the pit of three mekhalas
(altars). I will now describe the circular pit, A thread
should be fixed in the pit and its remaining portion should be
fixed on its side (5—7). Placing half of the rope in the pit
and the other half on the side makes a whirling circle. One
fares well by making this whirling crescent-shaped pit. After
placing lotus petals and mekhalas in this circular pit,one
should make a sacrificial laddie of the size of an arm for
performing Homa (8—10).
Then he should make a site, thirteen thumbs in length,
and four in breadth. He should dig a pit on the space
covering three fourths of this area and a make a beautiful
circle in the middle (ii). He should purify the space outside
the pit to the extent of half a thumb and one fourth of a
thumb, and with the remaining portion should reserve a
boundary line all around. A space measuring half a thumb
should be kept at the mouth. A beautiful space covering
five thumbs should be kept.in the middle. The ground on
ail sides should be level, and that in the middle "should b<? a
little towered. The last pit should be beautifully made
according to one's own desire (22—16).
The sacrificial ladle should have .a handle* one band in
length. TBe circumference of the spoon attached to t$
should be two thumbs, Diving it a little into the mud one

